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Making accessible design part of your Web site management routine is not simple. Habit, practicalities, and even your Web publishing software seem to work against you, making it easy to skip important aspects of accessible design. This paper attempts to outline a framework for including accessible design in your Web publishing routine. Accessible design is the result of the interaction of seven design aspects and two management processes. The design aspects are standards, structure, alternative texts, labeling, timing, linearity, and usability. The management processes are site design and page design. Developing a workflow that incorporates the seven aspects into the two processes, dealing with each aspect appropriately within each process, is our objective.

SEVEN DESIGN ASPECTS

The W3C-WCAG guidelines and the Section 508 standards can be broken down into seven general categories, or aspects, of Web design. Each plays an essential role and the combination of all seven ensures that the overall site is accessible.

Standards

HTML, like most Web languages, is strictly defined. At the same time, browsers tend to be forgiving of bad HTML, allowing many Web authors to produce pages that do not comply with the standard. Adhering to the standard usage ensures the compatibility of the page with the widest variety of user agents and with many tools you may want to use to develop and validate your code.

Routine checking against language standards, such as by processing pages with the W3C Validator or with Tidy, will identify errors in logic and coding that would be missed if the page were only checked by viewing it with a browser. Keep in mind that browsers are not designed to point out problems in the HTML since usually the person viewing the page with the browser has no control over the code in the page being viewed.

Structure

HTML is designed around a specific semantic model of a report in the sense that elements in HTML are defined the different parts of a report – headers, paragraphs, lists and list items, blockquotes, etc.

Using the elements to identify logical types of text, rather than to achieve particular visual effects, gives the whole page a logical structure that client programs can use to help readers navigate and understand the text. The voice browser JAWS, for example, can use headings within a page to help the reader navigate the topics on the page. Of course, the method only works if headers were used to indicate the main page topic (H1), subtopics (H2s), subsubtopics (H3s) as intended.

Alternative Text

The alt attribute provides an text that a reader can hear or see when a graphic cannot be seen or displayed.

Labeling

Forms and tables can be very difficult to navigate by ear. Proper labeling gives the browser information about the relationship between nearby text and a form field. With tables, labeling lets the browser describe each cell as it reads its contents.

Timing

Handicapped persons may be very slow in interacting with a process (such as a person with poor motor skills) or they may be very fast (such as a person using a voice browser turned up to a high scan rate). Measures to indicate that a process is timed or is of a specific duration are necessary to avoid failure.

Linearity

Sighted persons interact with a page as a two-dimension surface, allowing them to correctly interpret a wide range of layouts without difficulty. By definition, a person reading a page with a voice browser will encounter the page contents linearly as a one-dimensional stream of words. The goal of accessible design is to have an approach that gives reasonable freedom for 2D layout, yet is intelligible when read linearly.

One aspect of linearity is the tendency of page designs to put large obstacles, such as a table of contents repeated on every page, between the beginning of each page and its contents. Systematic use of “Skip to Main Content” links at the beginning of the page is one approach to solving this problem.

Usability

Usability relates to whether the page is easily understood by the reader and actually helps the reader reach their goals in coming to the page.
Pages that comply with all other design aspects can have poor usability and therefore be essentially inaccessible. Common problems include complex page designs, inconsistent terminology, inconsistent page designs, scripts that refresh pages without warning, placing key information only in images, and having a long series of items in a list that begin with the same words (“What is...”). Mary Frances Theofanos and Ginny Redish are among the very few researchers who have investigated how Web sites can be both accessible and usable.

Keep in mind too that to be accessible a site must be fully keyboard navigable (usable without using the mouse).

**TWO MANAGEMENT PROCESSES**

Creating and maintaining a Web site in general consists of two parallel and interrelated processes. Whether you are using simple HTML page, a system of include files, a content management system, or whatever, work must be done to design and set up site-wide processes. Once they are defined, work shifts largely to page level processes consisting of the systematic creation and maintenance of pages, within the framework provided by the site-level setup.

**Site Level Process**

Setting up a Web site usually begins with a series of steps to define common design elements that will be used across all pages in the site.

- Type of HTML (DOCTYPE statement)
- Page templates, often with variations depending on the role of each type of page
- Site-wide navigation system
- Include files for common page features such as headers and footers and navigation
- Style sheets defining presentation properties and positioning of page elements and divisions
- The types of media that will be used on the site (PDF, Flash, etc.)
- Scripting functions

In general, site level setup focuses on the DOCTYPE, the contents of the HEAD element in each page (including links to stylesheets) and the beginning and end of the contents of the BODY element.

**Page Level Process**

Pages are created and maintained within the context of the site level process using selected Web publishing tools. While the site setup may be done only once and then only occasionally updated, the page level process will be constantly repeated as new pages are created and old ones updated.

Page level work focuses on specific page content, seldom going outside the BODY element on each page.

**MANAGING ACCESSIBILITY**

Each of the management processes offers different opportunities to deal with the accessibility aspects.

**Site Level Accessibility**

Site level setup can address many accessibility issues.

- A standard DOCTYPE statement on all pages will support standards-based coding, assist validation to ensure the page conforms to the chosen standard, and help the client program in interpreting and displaying the pages.
- Controlling site navigation features at the site level will make possible greater consistency across the site.
- Standard page templates can address the “Skip to main content” need in a uniform, efficient way that ensures the implemented solution is present on all pages in the site.
- A standard library of scripting functions (such as for pull down menus) can allow accessibility considerations of the scripts to be addressed efficiently. Any script based navigation should be optional, or at least fully functional from the keyboard only (without using the mouse).
- Usability aspects of navigation and general page layout can be addressed independent of specific page content.

**Page Level Accessibility**

With page templates controlling page layout, page level accessibility can focus on the following factors:

- Properly structured content (placing text content into logically appropriate elements) creates an easily interpretable content.
- Alternative text, labeling, and timing can be addressed as content is entered, particularly if the Web publishing tool being used is set to prompt for the information on entry.
- Linearity within the page content can be addressed with CSS positioning, if the visual layout sequence is different from the linear sequence. On the other hand, since the page content is within the navigation framework provided by the templates, no positioning may be necessary at the page level.
- Timing issues must be addressed at the page level with appropriate explanations. For example, it is now common to set time limits on forms provided for the entry of identity information. Explanatory text should appear at the top of the form stating the time limit.
THE IMPORTANCE OF TOOLS

Most Web publishing tools now have configuration options that will encourage diligence in sticking to accessible design methods. Oddly, most of these products have these features turned off by default.

Configuring Tools

Useful configurations include the following:

- Specify the type of HTML being used. Having your software set to add a DOCTYPE statement specifying XHTML Transitional and to produce compliant HTML code to that standard would be a good approach to sticking to standards. In practice, it does not make much difference whether you pick HTML 4.01 or XHTML and Transitional or Strict, as long as you are willing to follow through and comply with the standard you declare. The combination of the DOCTYPE statement and compliant code will significantly help client programs correctly interpret and present your content.

- Setting software to prompt for alternative texts for all non-text objects, summary attributes for all tables, and labeling within tables will help encourage consistency in taking these important steps.

- Built in validators are extremely helpful in ensuring your code is fully compliant with the logic and syntax of HTML.

Useful Toolsets

Many helpful tools are available for including accessibility in your work routine:

- Tidy – A delightful tool for checking and cleaning HTML, once you get in the habit of using DOCTYPE statements and aiming for fully compliant code.

- AIS Accessibility Toolbar – Available from Australia’s National Information Library Service, the Toolbar is a useful set of tools for understanding how accessible your pages are.

- HTML-KIT – A delightful HTML editor with a nicely integrated version of Tidy.
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